INTRODUCTION
All existing biomolecules, such as proteins and DNA, reach their functional repertoire via a synergy of their composing elements (building blocks), which either stabilizes their functional structures or facilitates interactions with other biomolecules through sequential or structural epitopes. Both of the mentioned features are maintained by forces of physical origin, which can be divided into three general categories--electrostatics, dispersion and exchangerepulsion. The description of a structure (a molecule or molecular complex) can be significantly simplified by decomposing any phenomenon into energy contributions that reflect the complex behaviour of the molecule in question and by assigning these contributions to biomolecular building blocks--amino acids in proteins and deoxyribonucleotides in DNA.
The processes of structure formation and biomolecular interactions can be explained based on abundant information from structural databases. Even if the information is incomplete (not covering, for example, the phenomena of transient interactions or disordered proteins), it is comprehensive and the knowledge and the derived principles can be used for the prediction of biomolecular behaviour or functions. The effort of mapping non-covalent interactions for biomolecules in the past few years forms the basis of the proposed web server. The service is meant as a tool for theoreticians as well as bench scientists studying the properties of biomolecules and their interactions, namely protein stability via the Interaction Energy Matrix (IEM) and protein-DNA interactions represented by amino acid-nucleotide interaction analysis tool.
INTERACTION ENERGY MATRIX SERVER--A TOOL FOR ANALYSIS AMINO ACID INTERACTIONS IN PRO-TEINS
Historically, very soon after several proteins were characterized sequentially and structurally, the folding problem was stated. This highlights the fact that different sequences of amino acids in existing proteins result in very different and unique protein structures. The present view of protein folding emphasizes the role of thermodynamic forces that guide the peptide chain through the funnel-shaped energy landscape. Hydrophobic forces facilitate the formation of compact structures, but the conformational entropy of the chain always opposes the folding process. Consequently, the enthalpy, resulting from the contributions of many individual intra-chain amino-acid interactions as well as amino-acid-solvent interactions, must be responsible for the major stabilization and specificity of protein folding (the folding code).
A large body of evidence from mutational studies suggests that amino-acid residues at certain positions in the sequence are more important for the stability and correct formation of a protein fold. Such key residues are usually structurally important and evolutionary conserved across the homologous sequences from different organisms. Apart from experimental and alignment-based approaches, an independent, structure-based method was proposed for the identification of the key residues and their effect on the stability of a protein (1) . This method utilizes the calculation of physically sound interaction energies and evaluates a complete Interaction Energy Matrix (IEM), involving all pairs of amino acids. The key residues are determined based on the hypothesis that the amino-acid residues with the most stabilizing interactions contribute significantly to the folding enthalpy.
The first calculations and application of the IEM employed the precise but time-consuming ab initio methods. Therefore, they were limited to rather small proteins such as Trp-cage or rubredoxin (1,2). However, it was later demonstrated that the common force fields for biomolecules (OPLS-AA (3), AMBER parm03 (4)) provide an acceptable precision for the description of interaction energies (5, 6 ). It has made it possible to scale up the computations dramatically and make the calculations feasible for any protein size. The faster calculations thus enabled further application of the IEM, such as an alternative energy-based definition of an amino-acid residue contact (7) or the investigation of protein-protein binding interfaces (8) .
Methods
We propose the calculation of the IEM as a web service in order to make it easily available for other researchers. The IEM evaluates pairwise interaction energy (comprising only Lennard-Jones potential and point-charge electrostatics) between well-defined molecular fragments, such as protein and nucleic-acid residues. Although the initial concept of the IEM involved only the mutual amino-acid interactions, we generalized it towards protein-DNA interactions by including support for DNA and RNA residues in our web service.
This service offers the evaluation of the IEM by four common biomolecular force fields, namely OPLS-AA (3), AMBER parm03 (4) and parm99 (9), and charmm36 (10). The supported force fields are commonly used in molecular simulations and represent different parametrization approaches and strategies. These particular force fields were selected to match the community standards and to reflect our previous work on this topic (11) (12) (13) . Concerning amino-acid residues, all of them provide sounded interaction energies. For calculations of complexes containing nucleic acids we recommend to use AMBER parm99 or charmm36 force field, of which nucleic-acid parameters are supported in the current version of IEM service.
The only mandatory input required from a user is a PDB identifier or a protein structure file compliant with the official PDB format and atom nomenclature. Due to the heuristic algorithm for the assignment of atomic types, the atom names may also follow the conventions of any force field supported for the calculation of the IEM. This makes the usage more straightforward if the structures to be analysed originate from molecular dynamics or modelling software.
Since X-ray protein structures deposited in the PDB are usually resolved without hydrogen atoms, we incorporated optional preprocessing by Reduce (14) to reconstruct them in full-atom resolution, which is necessary for further calculations. Afterwards, the PDB file is parsed removing the residues, which are not supported or excluded from IEM calculation (such as organic ligands, ions and water molecules). If multiple rotamers are present, only the first one is used for evaluation of interaction energies. In case of missing atoms, the assignment of the force field parameters for given molecular fragment fails and the particular interaction energies are reported in IEM as not available (NA).
The calculations of the IEM are performed immediately after submission and take from several seconds to a couple of minutes depending on the service load and the size of the protein. The results and analysis are afterwards presented in an interactive user interface (UI). The UI contains interactive tables and a structure viewer for the effective visualization of the chosen residues in the structure. Additionally, the whole IEM can be shown in a single table and exported in the CSV format (see Figure 1) .
The identification of key residues relies on the net interaction energies, which are listed for all residues in the first interactive panel. To guide the eye, the strength of the net interactions is also visualized intuitively by bars next to particular numeric values. For a specific residue selected in the first panel, the decomposition of the net interaction energy is presented in the second panel. Simultaneously, the chosen residues are highlighted in the structure viewer.
The structure viewer works in two modes. By default, it colours the amino acids based on their net interaction energies, helping the user in finding the key residues. In the alternative mode, the colouring follows the pairwise interaction energies between the chosen reference residue and the others. In this regime, the colours refer directly to a particular row (or column) of the IEM.
Furthermore, the web application also offers a decomposition of interaction energies into side-chain-side-chain, backbone-backbone and backbone-side-chain contributions. All analyses and visualizations can be presented for any component of interaction energy.
For medium or bigger proteins, the interaction energy matrices can be very large. To save the user's internet bandwidth, the application obtains only summary information (net interaction energies) and residue parameters from the server. If necessary, these residue parameters can then be used to calculate a requested subset of pairwise interaction energies on the client's side.
AMINO ACID-NUCLEOTIDE INTERACTION ANALY-SIS TOOL
The purpose of this part of the proposed web server is to provide the user with the knowledge of how a specific geometrical configuration of some amino acid-DNA residue contact relates to the background of all contacts of that . This particular amino-acid residue provides one of the top net interaction energies as found on the left panel, where all net interactions are listed and optionally sorted. The right panel shows the decomposition of the net energy for the selected amino acid. Sorting by energy reveals the strongest interaction partners. The rightmost structure viewer reacts instantly on the actual selection in both panels. In the 'interaction energy' mode, the reference residue is coloured green and the others by corresponding interaction energies (the stabilizing interactions in red, the destabilizing and the repulsions in blue). The selected residues with the most stabilizing interactions (ILE23, PRO38, GLN41, LEU43 and ASP52) are additionally highlighted using full-atom representation.
type. The user can view how abundant each particular configuration is in the structures of protein-DNA complexes, what its interaction energy (IE) is, and how large that IE is when compared to other IEs in that particular distribution. Using the options provided by the web server interface (Figure 2) , the user can also assess the relative importance of the DNA base and sugar-phosphate moieties for the process of specific recognition, or reflect on the role of the dielectric properties of the environment.
Methods
The IE calculations were performed using parameters derived from AMBER parm94 (DNA) (15) and parm99 (protein) (9,16) classical molecular mechanical force fields and, where applicable, a GB/SA implicit solvent and their technical details were described in detail elsewhere (17, 18) . The amino acid-deoxyribonucleotide interaction analysis part of the web server allows the user to view the interaction energies of the amino acid-DNA base or amino aciddeoxyribonucleoside monophosphate (dNMP) pairs. These pairs were extracted from the structures of 1584 protein-DNA complexes solved by X-ray crystallography to a resolution better than 2.5 A deposited in the RCSB PDB (17, 19) . As such, they cover the configurational variability of amino acid-deoxyribonucleotide contacts under the constraining requirements of the protein-DNA interface.
The 3D transformation of all amino aciddeoxyribonucleotide pairs of a certain type (e.g. all contacts of asparagine with dAMP) extracted from the structures in order to minimize the RMSD of the atomic positions of the DNA base non-hydrogen atoms leads to the 3D distribution of that amino acid around that DNA base. Due to energy constraints, some areas of the amino acid-DNA residue configurational space are more populated than others. This results in the occurrence of spatially-defined clusters in these distributions. Up to six such clusters were identified in each distribution as described in our previous works (17, 18) . In each amino acid cluster within each distribution, a single amino acid-DNA residue pair, called cluster representative, can be defined as the pair containing the amino acid which has the lowest RMSD of the atomic positions from all the other members of that cluster (17, 18, 20) . The amino acid-deoxyribonucleotide interaction analysis web server interface is shown in Figure 2 .
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
The web applications are implemented in the Java language by using the Google Web Toolkit. Molecule and protein viNucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45 , Web Server issue W391 Figure 2 . In the menu on the right, the user can select the parameters of the distribution, with details available in the 'Help' section. In the example provided, the distribution of asparagine side chains around the adenine base was chosen. Only the DNA base atoms were considered in the IE calculation, which was performed in vacuo (relative permittivity = 1). The only amino acid side chains considered in the IE calculations were those that directly contact the DNA base moiety. The protein chains from which these amino acids were extracted from a set in which the sequence identity of any pair of chains is lower than 90%. After you click 'Submit', a histogram of the IEs of the amino acid-DNA residue pairs from the selected distribution (the IE profile) is drawn on the left side of the screen. The numbers along the x-axis show the average IE of the contacts represented by that column. The height of each column represents the number of contacts falling into the IE range of that column. If at least one amino acid side-chain cluster exists in the distribution with the chosen parameters, a part of one or more columns is coloured blue. This corresponds to the contacts from that cluster having IEs within the range represented by that column. If some cluster is available and selected from the menu on the top left of the screen, the WebGL visualization tool displays the set of amino acid-DNA residue pairs from that cluster using the parameters chosen from the menu on the right side of the screen. The number (1-6) associated with each cluster in the menu indicates the rank of each cluster if one was to sort them from the one containing the most (cluster 1) to the one containing the fewest (cluster 6) amino acid-deoxyribonucleotide pairs in the original data set. It is possible that fewer than six clusters are listed, particularly when more restrictive sequence redundancy criteria are selected. The pair containing the cluster representative is drawn using green sticks and its 3D coordinates can be downloaded in PDB format by clicking the 'Download representative' button. Clicking the 'Download cluster' makes it possible to download the 3D coordinates of all members of the selected cluster. Clicking the 'Download all' button (available even when no cluster is selected) makes it possible to obtain the 3D coordinates of all amino acid-DNA residue pairs in the distribution. sualization is supported by the WebGL-based viewer PV (21) , and graphs are generated by Google Charts. The applications are deployed on the Apache Tomcat server, which runs under CentOS Linux on a virtual machine hosted by the CERIT Scientific Cloud. The applications require a modern web browser supporting HTML5 technologies (e.g. WebGL and File API). The applications have been tested on all major browsers, especially on Chromium and Firefox.
CONCLUSION
We provide the calculation of protein residue Interaction Energy Matrix as a web service with an interactive user interface and helpful visualizations which simplify the identification of residues important for the stability of the examined protein. Our service helps the users identify key residues with highly favourable interaction energies, which are supposed to energetically stabilize the particular protein fold. Alternatively, residues with unfavourable or suboptimal energetic contributions can be revealed as candidates for site-directed mutagenesis or in silico design with the aim of improving protein stability. Thus, the presented web service can be utilized as a valuable tool in the field of protein engineering and protein science in general.
The amino acid-deoxyribonucleotide interaction analysis tool complements the protein stability assessment service by providing the means to examine the relative abundance and interaction energies in various binding configurations
